
 

  



 

 

Emerging from gorse      Andrew Firmin 
Manchester Utd 2 Burnley 2 
 
There’s a curious doublethink that supporters of the two-thirds of premier league clubs that 
can’t be sure of their status must exercise. Matches like these are supposed to be the big games, 
when you contest actual league points with global mega brands at their famous grounds. At the 
same time, matches like these aren’t the big games, because you’re expected to lose them. In a 
typical season such as this when we’re struggling to stay in the league, the big games are those 
against our peers: the team around us at the bottom, where any win for us has the double 
advantage of denying then. That makes games such as this a free hit, a bonus, largely 
inconsequential. Hype meets hard-headedness: this is the premier league. 

Certainly this was one to expect to lose. The FA Cup had delivered our customary kicking by the 
blue half of the city a couple of days before, and the opposition were on a great run, having won 
all their games under the curious loan manager arrangement installed once no-longer-funny 
joke Jose Mourinho was sent away to count his tax-sheltered millions. The appointment as 
referee of Culture Club refugee and Burnleyphobe Jon Moss would just confirm it. We were only 
here to get beat, and maybe get a few beers first. 

Certainly, little felt glamorous about the occasion in the sleety, chilly capital of England’s north. 
My train from Euston had been awash with them, those unloved, southern-accented souls who 
chose to follow, of all clubs, the biggest in the land, and the tourists, accessorising their London 
holiday with their first ever Old Trafford visit, steadfastly documenting every moment on social 
media. We’re talking selfie-with-train-in-background at both ends here. This is always the case 
when we visit the big clubs, because there are always plenty of home seats, because of who we 
are not. 

We sampled the finest of Manchester city centre pubs – the Briton’s, the Brink, the Victorian 
Children’s Abattoir – before I slipped off to the hotel to put on some of tomorrow’s clothes 
under today’s. While the weather wasn’t the forecasted apocalypse, I was feeling the cold, like 
someone unmoored from the north. Much later, black ice would put me on my arse outside the 
town hall as I made haste towards a late pub. But for perhaps the first time on a visit here, there 
was no transport jeopardy en route to the ground, and we were able to take our allocating 
standing berths even in time for kick off. 

The same starting line-up that had done well against Watford took the pitch and did well against 
Manchester Utd. True, the early stages were not particularly comfortable, and if Marcus 
Rashford hadn’t missed a good chance we might have felt under pressure, but we asserted 
ourselves, regained composure and started playing the kind of disciplined and controlled 
football that serves us well. I missed, to no regret, the Boxing Day horrorshow against Everton, 
but since then, we are certainly more the Burnley of old. Whatever it took – a shift of personnel, 
a tweak of tactics – we seem lately to have reverted to doing what we’ve done best in recent 
years: a rigid and systematic approach that limits opposition opportunities and enables us to 
create a few of our own on the break. It served us well here and took us in level at half-time. 

Then things got silly in the second half. Jack Cork’s pressing won the ball, and he played it ahead 
of Ashley Barnes, who simply leathered it in without another thought like the throwback striker 
he is. It was just reward for an evening spent bullying their backline. Cue some more home team 
pressure, but it broke upon a midfield that interrupted whatever it could, a back four that 



 

 

blocked most things – Ben Mee and James Tarkowski reminding us what they’re good at – and a 
keeper who threw himself in the way of anything that got past these formidable lines. He has 
past form at this ground, Tom Heaton, and this was another one for the collection, with a couple 
of his trademark just-in-time stretches. I didn’t think Joe Hart did a lot wrong, but we look 
stronger with Tom Heaton back. 

And then things got sillier with about 10 minutes to go: 2-0, a deft and precise flick of a header 
from Chris Wood, following fine work by the other Ashley, Westwood, to set up the cross. 
Pandemonium predictably ensued where I stood. This was impossible, right? 

A word on Chris Wood, who seems to be one of those good players who many will never take 
to. It’s true he’s often caught offside, but clearly he’s asked to play right on the line, where most 
times you get flagged but when you don’t, you're through. And as at Watford in the league 
game before, sometimes Burnley players get given offside when they’re not, because officials 
assume they can’t be very good. It’s also true that there are times when he seems not to be in 
games – and then he scores, which is the key job. At time of writing he’s scored 14 goals in 36 
premier league starts, and I’m not convinced we could have got anyone to do better. If we’ve hit 
on our best team, then certainly Ashley Barnes and Chris Wood are our strongest forward 
partnership, sad though it is to see stalwart Sam Vokes leave, and missed in the pubs of Burnley 
the father of Vokes will be.  

Back at the match, for a moment we dared to dream, but of course this was not the first time 
we have led 2-0 at this ground only to be left hanging on for a draw. The dead hand of hierarchy 
reasserted itself. Jon Moss could not wait to give a penalty, and Jeff Hendrick, who otherwise 
had a decent game, was dim enough to oblige. He put a hand on Jesse Lindgard’s shoulder, and 
that was all the England striker needed. He hurled himself to the floor and from the resulting 
kick the lead was halved. In the weasel words of modern football parlance, there was contact, 
and it had been a careless thing to do, because these days they get given. Quite how a touch on 
the shoulder causes the legs to buckle is a mystery to me, but we all know that the shoulder 
bone connects to the back bone, the back bone connects to the hip bone, the hip bone connects 
to the thigh bone and the thigh bone connects to the knee bone, so maybe that’s it. 

I think we all knew what would happen next. The board of four eights showed five minutes, in 
the way it would not have were the scores reversed, but almost annoyingly, we were denied 
even the righteous indignation we would have been granted by conceding deep into egregiously 
added time. It was in the first couple of minutes that Tom Heaton did well to save Alexis 
Sánchez’s initial shot only for someone else whose name would also require me to use special 
characters prodded home the rebound. The internet later concluded this had been offside, 
leaving us once again on the thin end of refereeing decisions. But that was later, and I don't 
believe anyone inside the ground saw it, and you’re not about to find me arguing for VAR, 
because any technology that picks up decisions invisible to the naked eye for the benefit of TV 
viewers has nothing to do with those who go to games; rather it represents the ultimate 
apotheosis of TV over football. 

Besides which, their equaliser gave me the moment of the match that I will perhaps forget last: 
the sight of the home fans to our right, previously placid and obedient, suddenly elated at 
drawing level with Burnley, and indeed, trying to take the piss out of the travelling support for 
losing the lead. I remember a time when these kinds of fan at least had some substance to 



 

 

support their claims of superiority, and when they had rather more to celebrate than a draw 
with Burnley. But maybe their club stayed big. It’s the matches that got small. 

Thankfully, there was not enough time for a late and undeserved home winner, and at full time 
we had the by now familiar feeling, in this place, of bellowing our approval at our team while 
thinking of the win that might have been. Of course it felt harsh, because this free hit had so 
nearly delivered one of the four wins we need to stay in this division. But more than that, there 
was tremendous pride to be taken in this performance, which maintained a once-unlikely 
unbeaten run. If we can keep playing like that this season and with that sprit, we’ll be alright. 
And if we can stay in this division, then one day we might even win a big / not big game here.  


